















??The joint-stock company, which was promoted by Eiichi Shibusawa as an excellent way of raising capital for 
industrial enterprises, saw an enormous increase after the Meiji Restoration.?However, as was always the case 
throughout the world, it was not successful in raising capital extensively from potential investors across the 
market.?Capital supply in Japanese joint-stock companies continued to be limited within local and family 
communities.?The Zaibatsu was the one, and the so-called ‘community-linked financial structure’, which 
depended on local and family ties, was the other.?Though the joint-stock form was an ideal institution, it needed 
trust and reliance on the part of the potential investors.
??Shibusawa was not contented with such a situation.?Ryu¯mon-sha, a meeting which had spontaneously been 
held by students of Commercial High School who lived with Shibusawa, was set up in 1886 for ethical advance-
ment of the people in business.?Members of this Society were required verification of their moral and economic 
conduct.?Membership verification of Ryu¯mon-sha helped potential investors in the market to invest in the com-






















































































































































































 7??Yoshitaka Suzuki, Japanese Management Struc-


























































































































































































11??????????????? Ernst Troeltsch, 
Die Siziallehren der christlichen Kirchen und Grup-














































































































































































































































































































































































???Péreire, Émile, 1800-75 ; Isaac, 1806-80?
??1852????????????Société 











































































































































































































































































































?  ???  ??? ?
1888? 32 49 81
1899? 122 188 310
1909? 367 407 774
1920? 436 543 979
1931? 506 1,035 1,541
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